
Thank you for purchasing Holdem/Omaha Shark. You now possess one of the most lethal 
weapons on the poker market today.  Game solvers have changed the way poker is being 
played and you will be able to take on the toughest of regs when playing correct GTO.

The biggest obstacle in using Solvers is the computer required to run the simulation.  Most 
standard 100bb game trees require around 512g of RAM depending on the number of 
bet sizes used. To make matters worse it is also requires the same amount of RAM to view 
the data. Computers with this amount of RAM are very expensive and are out of range for 
most people. Holdem Shark solves this problem by keeping the big data on the cloud and 
provides you with a simple interface to get the data you want fast. With Holdem Shark you 
can view any part of the game tree without the need of a super computer.

There are, however, limitations to using the data in real time and it cannot be used in some 
scenarios you will encounter. Solvers assume all players in the game are playing GTO. This is 
of course not the case. In any scenario that a villain makes a non GTO decision the Solver 
will not have that option available to you. One such scenario is a limped pot. Besides some 
open limping on the SB, the Solver will not have an answer for you when villains decide 
(wrongly) to limp. There are also scenarios in which the villain cold calls a raise when its not 
correct to do so. One day we will be able to cover every scenario possible but for now 
we have to work with what we have available. The more scenarios we add the bigger the 
game tree gets. The tree could easily exceed 1 terrabyte (or more) of RAM and the cost to 
run these simulations becomes a very very expensive endeavor. 

INTRODUCTION



Holdem Shark is easy to use but it will take you some time to get used to it at the tables. It is 
primarily designed to get you out of tough spots but you could certainly use it for every hand 
you play. Holdem Shark does not do any automation for you and designed that way on 
purpose to avoid problems with the casino host. We cannot stress enough that you should 
be using Holdem Shark on a separate computer or VM or you will risk losing your bankroll. 
If you decide to run this software on the same computer as your casino client you do so at 
your own risk.

To use Holdem Shark you will need to first enter your hole cards and then any villain actions in 
front of you. When it is your turn press GO (You will first need to login to the server on the first 
run) and the Solver decision will be displayed on the table felt as shown below:

HOW TO USE

The Solver frequencies and RNG are also displayed on the table felt for your curiosity. RNG = 
Random Number generator. For mixed strategies the RNG is used to keep you balanced in 
the long run. Many scenarios are call vs raise, bet vs check etc so the RNG is an important 
number that the tool uses. In the PLO MP RFI open scenario displayed above you can see 
we are raising AsTcTh9d 100% of the time.  In order to make preflop faster you can right click 
on each position to select common preflop spots with just one click of the mouse. This will 
enable you to play faster when multi-tabling. 

Once the Solver decision is displayed on the felt click the corresponding action button and 
then all preceding villains actions.



GOOD LUCK AT THE TABLES!

Postflop works exactly the same way. Once the flop occurs enter the board cards and any 
villains actions in front as before and click GO to get the decision.  As stated earlier, often 
times you will be in scenarios that the Solver does not have answers for.  In these cases you 
will have to make your best judgment. This software is just a tool and you will still have to think 
for yourself once in awhile...

In the bottom right hand corner you will see your credits remaining. Once you use all your 
credits you will have to reload via the website. Each hand will reduce your credits by 1. Upon 
reloading just email us (or via Skype channel) with your current Username so that we can 
reload the proper account.

This software is written by poker players for poker players so any improvements you can think 
of or if you see strange plays by the Solver we would like to know about it. Please contact us 
as we would like to hear about any ideas or concerns that you have.


